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Abstract. The PGP Web of Trust was intended to provide a decen-
tralised trust model for digital security, an alternative to centralised se-
curity models that might be subject to government control. Drawing
from five years of ethnographic research among cybersecurity engineers
into the everyday practice of using the Web of Trust, I critically exam-
ine the relationship between security and trust in distributed computing
systems. I employ sociological perspectives on trust to examine the dis-
tinct roles that decentralised interpersonal trust and centralised assur-
ance structures play in ensuring security in the Web of Trust. I illustrate
how the Web of Trust, although designed to evade government control,
paradoxically relies upon assurances provided by government-issued doc-
uments to validate identity, even while also relying upon interpersonal
trust for this purpose. Through my analysis, I offer a framework for
thinking about the relationship between centralisation and decentralisa-
tion, and between trust and assurance, to ensure security in the design
and operation of distributed computing systems.
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1 Introduction

Security and trust have been linked concerns throughout the history of the de-
velopment of distributed computing systems. From being driving factors in the
development of early Internet technologies - as with initial military investments
[1] - to becoming critical issues in the operation and use of the public Internet
[42], security and trust are regarded as essential for the provision of distributed
computing. However, while these terms are often used together, their individual
conceptions are often treated as being interchangeable. After all, secure technolo-
gies must surely by definition be trustworthy, just as trustworthy technologies
must surely be secure.

But how do we go from trust to security, and from security to trust? It is
essential to address this question if we are to design secure computing systems.
In this paper, I critically examine conceptions of, and relationships between,
security and trust. I draw from five years of ethnographic fieldwork in operational
cybersecurity communities for my analysis, focusing on the social relationships
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of trust necessary for security in the PGP Web of Trust. Through my research, I
found how security and trust in distributed computing systems are enmeshed in
social and political questions, just as much as they are in questions of technology.

PGP (Pretty Good Privacy) is an encryption technology, widely used to
enable secure communications in operational cybersecurity communities around
the world. The PGP Web of Trust (WoT) is the decentralised social network
enabled by PGP, through which users employ cryptographic signatures to attest
to the trustworthiness of their contacts’ PGP encryption keys. As of this writing,
there are over 6 million publicly observable keys in the PGP WoT.1 The extended
period over which the PGP WoT has been in use, as well as the scale of its use,
make it an ideal case through which to examine the relationship between trust
and security in the design and operation of secure distributed computing systems.

As perhaps the earliest publicly available encryption program in the world,
it is unsurprising - likely even inevitable - that PGP was born of politics. The
original developer of PGP, Phil Zimmerman, was a peace activist, working in
anti-nuclear movements in the USA during the 1980s. He released PGP as open
source software in 1991, in response to concerns about the US government pro-
mulgating laws that might force telecommunications companies to ensure that
the contents of communications - whether text, voice, or video - should be made
available in unencrypted form to law enforcement agencies on request [19]. Zim-
merman’s public release of PGP was intended to allow a broad public to com-
municate securely among themselves, while evading the perceived oppression of
government surveillance.

At the heart of Zimmerman’s concerns lie issues of trust grounded in poli-
tics. Should we trust governments to provide security for our societies, and in
doing so, make allowances for surveillance of communications, in support of law
enforcement? Or should we trust only in the communities and relationships with
which we are most closely connected, treating government as an oppressive force
to be held in check?

This remains a familiar debate, as governments, corporations, and societies
today argue about if and how law enforcement should be granted back door
access to the end-to-end encryption provided by secure messaging platforms
such as WhatsApp or Signal. Understanding how these issues play out in the
context of PGP provides important insights for current policy debates, as well
as for the analysis and design of security in distributed computing systems.

I argue that the conception of trust conventionally employed in understand-
ings of secure distributed computing systems - readily apparent in the PGP WoT
- reduces complex social understandings of trust to calculated technological and
psychological models. In contrast, I offer a sociological perspective on the rela-
tionship between trust and security which emphasises the distinction between
trust and assurance. Although the PGP WoT was designed to be decentralised,
I show how it relies for its operation upon centralised assurance structures, as
much as upon decentralised trust.

1 I draw this statistic from the Ubuntu keyserver: https://keyserver.ubuntu.com/pks/
lookup?op=stats.

https://keyserver.ubuntu.com/pks/lookup?op=stats
https://keyserver.ubuntu.com/pks/lookup?op=stats
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2 Methodology

I studied the PGP WoT through using ethnographic methods across a variety
of research sites. My methods included interviews with cybersecurity engineers,
and participant observation in a work setting and at cybersecurity conferences.
I adopted a multi-sited approach to my research [35], following people, technolo-
gies, and narratives across different locations and levels of analysis to understand
how the PGP WoT is constructed and maintained.

From 2014 to 2019, I was employed at a non-profit organisation involved
in supporting the development of global Internet infrastructure. Working with
cybersecurity communities around the world was integral to the organisation’s
mandate. We employed PGP to secure internal communications within the or-
ganisation, as well as external communications our with partners. As such, we
were active participants in the PGP WoT. I build on this experience to provide
an account of ordinary PGP use in a work setting.

The cybersecurity conferences I attended included the 2016 conference of the
Forum of Incident Response and Security Teams (FIRST), and 2017 and 2019
conferences of the Messaging, Mobile, and Malware Anti-Abuse Working Group
(M3AAWG).2 These conferences were useful as sites for understanding attitudes
towards security within key operational cybersecurity communities, especially
through the experiences of PGP key signing events at these conferences that I
draw on for this paper.

Throughout my work, I constructed a range of primary research materials
for subsequent analysis, including field notes to document my experiences, and
recordings and transcriptions of interviews. I also maintained a corpus of tex-
tual materials to support my analysis, including operational and standards docu-
ments related to PGP, and the PGP WoT. The range of evidence and experience
that I draw from offers insight into trust and security in the ordinary usage of the
PGP WoT across tightly knit intra-organisational trust relationships, and the
broader networks of trust relationships in operational cybersecurity that span
organisational and territorial boundaries.

To account for my active participation in the social worlds that I studied in
this research, I adopt autoethnographic methods [3,9,16] to analyse and describe
my experiences. In particular, I employ analytic autoethnography [4], using my
experiences as means to study and illustrate the broader social and technological
relationships that make up the PGP WoT. By the standards of much research
in computer science, this may appear to be a ”subjective” methodology, rooted
as it is in my own personal experience. However, ethnography demands close
attention to the ways in which the researcher is implicated in their field site, as
the researcher is themself the research instrument. Effective ethnography must
account for the ways in which the knowledge gained is situated [26] in the re-
lationships between researcher and subject of research, as the researcher learns

2 FIRST and M3AAWG are key global cybersecurity organisations with distinct, but
overlapping, missions that facilitate coordination among government and private
sector cybersecurity incident response and security teams. For more information, see
https://www.first.org/ and https://www.m3aawg.org/.

https://www.first.org/
https://www.m3aawg.org/
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through the process of becoming a participant in their field site [31]. The deep
and extended engagement demanded by this kind of ethnographic work provides
rich insights into social worlds that cannot easily be acquired through other
methods.

3 Trust, Assurance, and Security

There are a range of substantially different conceptualisations used to make
sense of trust across different disciplines. Psychological understandings evaluate
how and why we trust others [6,36], interpersonal analyses focus on trust as a
relationship between individuals [27,32], institutional perspectives focus on how
trust functions in relation to institutions like government [17,21,33], and cultural
perspectives engage with the idea that particular societies may be more or less
willing to trust [13,18,40].

However, across these diverse perspectives, there is an agreement that trust is
the social phenomenon that allows cooperation in the presence of risk, when there
are no further assurances available to mitigate risk. Trust is fundamentally a leap
of faith, which cannot be evaluated rationally [6,33]. In this view, trust manifests
dynamically at moments of action, rather than a static attitude or state of mind.
If we could perfectly determine future expectations in risky interactions, then
there would be no need for trust, as any risk could be calculated away. But this
is not the world we live in, especially when considering complex interdependent
systems such as the PGP WoT.

In computer science, trust has historically been treated as a problem of man-
agement in security [8], with a view that computing systems are trusted when
they are secure [30]. These perspectives have been developed to focus on com-
putational trust as a means to calculate whether or not a person or component
in a distributed system should be trusted [44,49], employing trust engineering
to create secure systems [24].

These approaches have yielded valuable insights for the design of secure com-
puting systems. However, in treating trust as a computational problem, their aim
is to calculate away risk, providing trust through security. In doing so, the leap
of faith essential to sociological understandings of trust is overlooked. From a
sociological perspective, computational trust may be characterised as providing
signals of trustworthiness, offering information for the choice to trust, but not
determining whether or not the action of trusting is undertaken [27].

As my discussion suggests, the nature of trust in any technological system
must be analysed in terms of sociotechnical relations, in the social bases of trust
through which a system may be judged to be trustworthy [38]. Prior work has
addressed this in large part by focusing on the psychological aspects of trust,
whether through studies of user perceptions of trust online [14,46], or in the
design of tools to support users’ trust decisions [11,29]. In contrast, I adopt a
relational perspective on trust. This requires attention to the social relations of
trust enacted in the practice of operating secure sociotechnical systems, as well
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as to the assumptions of trust - and related conceptualisations of risk - that
inform the technological design of these systems.

A relational perspective treats trust as dyadic and interpersonal [32], a three
part relation in which a trustor places trust in a trustee only in regard to specific
expectations, in a specific social context [27]. For example, while I might trust
a colleague to sign PGP keys, I may not trust them to perform repairs on my
bicycle. Trust requires choice: if PGP users cannot choose who to trust (and who
not to trust) to sign keys, or which keys to trust, then they can hardly be said
to be engaging in trust [34].

A trustor’s choice to trust relies upon markers of trustworthiness linked to
a trustee. These may include histories of interaction between the trustor and
trustee in which the trustee has proved themselves reliable, recommendations
from trusted acquaintances, reputation within a social group, or shared cultural
markers (such as class, race, or gender) that incline a trustor to find a trustee
trustworthy. Trustworthiness is evaluated from prior knowledge, located in qual-
ities of a trustee, and a trustor’s perspective on these qualities. In contrast, trust
takes place in the moment of action, when a trustor is faced with the decision
to trust [27]. Trustworthiness may be signalled through sociotechnical features -
such as the design of user interfaces - but the act of trusting is always social, oc-
curing in the moment. For example, the signatures on a PGP key act as markers
of trustworthiness, but it is left to the trustee to make a choice as to whether
or not to trust a PGP key (and it’s owner) in a particular social context, for a
specific purpose.

As I have discussed, choice is integral to trust. In the absence of choice, trust
is better construed as confidence [34]. Confidence is fundamentally a matter of
providing assurances - whether through institutional [21,33] or cultural means
[48] - that allow risk and uncertainty to be overcome to support cooperative
behaviour. For example, central banks provide assurances for the value of money,
necessary for the function of economies. Most people have no choice in these
matters, but they must have confidence in their central bank and currency for
the economy to function.

Assurance structures offer an important means for enabling cooperation at
scale, but only under conditions in which confidence is maintained. If confidence
fails in an assurance structure, then the assurance structure becomes ineffective,
as does the cooperation that it enabled. This can potentially be calamitous,
especially when considering critical institutions such as central banks, as it takes
substantial work to create and sustain confidence in an assurance structure,
which cannot be easily recovered when lost. In contrast, when trust fails, the
individuals involved may suffer emotional harm [32], but they have the choice as
to whether to repair their trust, or to choose others to trust for similar purposes.
Systems based upon interpersonal trust are resilient to individual failures of
trust, but typically enable cooperation at smaller scales, while systems based
upon assurance structures typically enable cooperation at larger scales, but are
at risk of catastrophic failure when confidence is lost.
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Both of these mechanisms - interpersonal trust between individuals, and con-
fidence in assurance structures - can ensure the trustworthiness necessary for
cooperation [12]. However, the political arrangements envisaged by each of these
mechanisms are radically different, and are at the heart of the opposition be-
tween the anarchic decentralised organisation of the PGP WoT, and the desire
for centralised oversight of communications by governments and security agen-
cies. Within this opposition lies the trust paradox: the observation that effective
assurance structures (like strong central banks) that enable cooperation without
trust, destroy the need for trust within society; while it is anarchy (such as that
found in decentralised systems like the WoT) that requires and encourages trust
to maintain cooperative social order [20]. This is not to say that effective as-
surance structures destroy trust in general. As we will see, assurance structures
may sometimes support the development of trust. Remembering that trust is
always tied to a specific social context [27], I am concerned with specific social
activities in which an effective assurance structure substitutes for trust. This was
exactly the concern that Zimmerman had when he created PGP, in the worry
that effective government security agencies might diminish the ability of indi-
vidual citizens to trust each other in their communications. The trust paradox
gives us the contradictory insight that to enable trust to flourish, we must allow
for risk - rather than trying to engineer risk away with security.

The trust paradox flies in the face of conventional understandings of security
as being a source of trust. Instead, security may be seen to actively impede the
development of trust, even while providing the assurances necessary for the op-
eration of reliable systems. If we mitigate risk in secure computing systems by
removing choice in the design of technologies (by relying purely upon technolog-
ical methods for security), or by removing choice in the operation of technologies
(through reliance on centralised authorities), then we are building security based
upon assurance structures, rather than trust [39]. The resulting systems may well
be secure, but they encode political arrangements that inhibit trust, by substi-
tuting assurance structures for trust. There is an important role for these kinds
of systems on the Internet (DNS and SSL certificate authorities are obvious
examples). Understanding these as assurance structures offers a clearer perspec-
tive through which to analyse the relationship between trust and security in the
political arrangements embedded in these systems. Indeed, the modern world
is characterised by reliance upon assurance structures rather than trust, which
scholars have variously termed system trust [33] or trust in abstract systems [21].

Yet the PGP WoT envisages a possibility for decentralised security based
upon trust, in direct opposition to the political arrangements of security based
upon assurance structures. This raises critical questions: Can security be pro-
vided through trust, rather than through assurance structures? In doing so, can
security be a source of trust?

While it is analytically useful to separate trust and assurance structures -
and related political choices - it is important to consider how these conceptually
distinct means for cooperation almost always rely upon each other to ensure
trustworthiness. Trust and assurance structures within any sociotechnical system
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interact in complex ways, sometimes reinforcing each other, sometimes acting in
direct opposition. To comprehend a system in its totality, these must be studied
both in the everyday usage of the system, as well as in the technologies that
enable the system to function. I undertake this analysis in the following sections,
as I first examine the technology behind PGP, and then investigate the everyday
usage of PGP in the WoT. Throughout my analysis, I emphasise issues of risk and
choice that are foundational to understanding trust and assurance structures.

4 An Introduction to PGP and the Web of Trust

4.1 PGP and Public Key Cryptography

PGP was the first widely available non-commercial implementation of public
key cryptography. Until public key cryptography was conceived of in 1975 [15],
encryption relied on shared keys.3 Shared key encryption faces a fundamental
problem in the key distribution process, to ensure that the shared key can itself
be securely transmitted among all those who need to use it. This left shared
key encryption open to being compromised by third parties, such as government
security agencies - the very situation PGP was intended to avoid. Public key
encryption functions through the fundamental innovation of creating two keys
for each user, which satisfy two conditions: (1) anything encrypted with one key
can only be decrypted with the other, and (2) neither key can be derived from
the other.

Users maintain a private key which they must maintain securely, never shar-
ing it with anyone; and a public key which they make publicly available. If
anyone wishes to send a user a secure message, they need only look up the re-
cipient’s public key, and encrypt a message using that key. The message can
only be decrypted using the private key, to which only the recipient has access.
No-one can discover the private key merely by examining the public key, making
communications as secure as the care with which a user manages their private
key. This solves the key distribution problem, as keys do not need to be securely
distributed: the private key is always private, and the public key always public.

In addition to encryption, public key cryptography offers facilities for au-
thentication. A user may “sign” a message to attest that it came from them,
and allow others to authenticate this attestation. Signing a message involves en-
crypting the message with the user’s private key, and attaching the encrypted
form of the message - the signature - to the original message. Anyone receiv-
ing the message may then decrypt the signature with the user’s public key, and
compare the decrypted message to the original message. If both messages match,
then the attestation holds that message was signed by the user.4 As we will see,
signatures are an essential element in the construction of the WoT.

3 An alternative history suggests that public key cryptography was invented earlier at
the UK’s GCHQ, but remained classified [43].

4 In practice, a shortened version of the message - a unique fingerprint or “hash” - is
used in signatures to save on the computation required to encrypt and decrypt large
messages for the purposes of authentication.
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In order to ensure that it remained non-commercial and patent-free [25], PGP
was submitted in 1996 to the standards process at the Internet Engineering Task
Force (IETF), the principal standards body for the Internet [5]. The resulting
OpenPGP standard has been implemented to provide public key cryptography
in a range of software and services.5

4.2 Building a Social Network with PGP

PGP differs crucially from modern secure messaging platforms like Signal or
WhatsApp in that it functions as a general purpose encryption mechanism. Even
though it was initially intended for use with email, it is not tied to any particular
platform or technology. PGP can be used to encrypt email for secure communi-
cations, encrypt files for secure storage, securely authenticate users for access to
online services, and much more. The general purpose nature of PGP does, how-
ever, place a greater burden on users. Unlike modern secure messaging platforms
which automatically generate and store encryption keys for users tied to their
services, PGP requires users to generate encryption keys themselves, and take
responsibility for secure storage of these keys. In addition, where modern secure
messaging platforms take care of the mechanics of key exchange - sharing your
public key with your contacts, and vice versa - PGP requires users to validate
keys of contacts themselves. This is where the PGP WoT comes in, functioning
as a social network for PGP users, constructed through the mechanisms of PGP
itself.

Modern secure messaging platforms are closed social networks, requiring any-
one who wishes to communicate over them to be a member of the platform.
These platforms maintain encryption keys in integrated contact lists for each
user, providing the means for users to discover and securely communicate with
contacts within the platform. These platforms offer users the facilities to validate
their contacts’ keys (for example, using numeric codes or QR codes in messaging
apps), but do not require them to do so. In contrast, when PGP users validate
keys of their contacts - checking that a key actually belongs to a contact - they
store these keys locally on their personal devices in a keyring, which is the equiv-
alent of a contact list. Crucially, they may cryptographically sign their contacts’
keys, to indicate that they have validated that the key belongs to the contact. It
is through this mechanism that the PGP WoT is formed, as a social network of
relationships between users is formed through signatures on each others’ keys.

The contact lists maintained by modern secure messaging platforms - and
by social network platforms more generally - provide the means to construct
centralised representations of the social networks of users, along with the tools
to traverse these social networks. Since PGP was designed to be decentralised,
it places no such requirement upon the WoT. As a result, mechanisms must be
provided to allow users to share the connections that they have each constructed,
in the form of signatures, with each other. This may be done in a decentralised
manner, with users emailing keys to each other once they have signed them. It

5 For more information, see https://www.openpgp.org/.

https://www.openpgp.org/
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is also possible to do this using PGP keyservers, which provide the means to
publish and share public keys, along with associated signatures and other data.

PGP allows users to embed additional information with their keys, in PGP
certificates that include full names, email addresses, photographs, and so on, as
well as signatures from other users. These effectively function as social network
profiles for each user, containing identity information, as well as links to PGP
certificates for those who have verified and signed the user’s key. PGP certifi-
cates also contain technical information about a user’s PGP keys, such as the
cryptographic algorithm used to generate the key, and the length of the key.
This information is important, as certain cryptographic algorithms and shorter
key lengths are known to be insecure [37].6

Prospective contacts will evaluate the trustworthiness of a key based upon
how secure it is, on whether they are able to reliably validate the identity tied
to the key, and by examining how trustworthy they find those who have signed
the key. These markers of trustworthiness do not in themselves guarantee that a
user will trust a key. They merely provide information that a user may employ
to decide whether or not to trust a key (and it’s owner) in a particular moment
and context of action.

Once connected in the PGP WoT, users may discover validated keys of new
potential contacts. Given that the WoT is constructed in a decentralised manner
by participants with varying levels of expertise and attitudes towards security,
PGP allows users to specify how much trust they have in each of their contacts
to be responsible in validating and signing others’ keys. Users may specify these
trust levels to be: (1) unknown, indicating that nothing is known about the
contact’s judgement in signing keys; (2) none, indicating that the user does
not trust the contact, even though they have validated the contact’s key; (3)
marginal, indicating that the user considers the contact to be responsible in key
validation and signing; and (4) full, indicating that the contact is trusted as
much as user themselves.7

Unlike conventional social networks, since the WoT is constructed and main-
tained by users themselves (rather than a third party platform) users can specify
the rules by which it should be traversed to discover new contacts [2]. For exam-
ple, one of the most widely used OpenPGP implementations, the Gnu Privacy
Guard (GnuPG) defaults to considering keys to be trusted if a user has signed
them directly, or if they have been signed by one fully trusted key, or if they
have been signed by three marginally trusted keys; while limiting traversal to
a maximum path length of five.8 Validation of keys is only half the story - we
equally need to consider how users frame their social perspectives on the tech-
nical definitions of trust provided by the PGP WoT.

6 For a broader survey of attacks against PGP, see [25].
7 The OpenPGP standard provides for finer grained trust levels, from 0 to 255 [10].

However, the levels indicated here are those used in practice in OpenPGP imple-
mentations.

8 See the GnuPG manual for a more detailed explanation: https://gnupg.org/gph/en/
manual.html#AEN335.

https://gnupg.org/gph/en/manual.html#AEN335
https://gnupg.org/gph/en/manual.html#AEN335
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By sharing the signatures they’ve attached to their contacts’ keys, PGP users
can create an open decentralised social network: the PGP Web of Trust. Instead
of relying on a centralised platform to maintain and discover contacts and keys,
PGP users instead follow trusted connections across the WoT to discover trust-
worthy keys for new contacts.

5 The Social Practices of Key Validation

PGP signatures provide the technological mechanisms to verify that a given pub-
lic key and private key are related to each other as part of a key pair tied to the
same identity. However, the question remains of how to validate that a PGP key
actually belongs to the identity it claims to represent. Since the PGP WoT is
intentionally decentralised, anyone can generate a PGP key purporting to rep-
resent any identity they choose. There is no authority that can offer assurances
to verify that a given key represents a given identity. It is through the social
practices of validating identities against keys, and the technological process of
signing keys to indicate that the identities connected to those keys have been
validated, that new connections are forged to grow the PGP WoT.

To analyse the social processes of identity validation and key signing in the
PGP WoT, I draw on the distinction between strong and weak ties in social net-
works, which are useful as an analogy to the trust levels used to specify rules for
traversing the PGP WoT. Strong ties mark those with whom we have deep social
relationships, often based upon extended personal histories and trust. Weak ties
indicate a looser network of acquaintances who we do not know as well. Strong
ties are often densely knit (as with families, or close groups of friends), while
weak ties comprise a low density network (for example, in extended professional
communities). We might imagine strong ties to be the most important relation-
ships in our social networks, as these connect us to the people who we know we
can depend upon, providing essential solidarity and assistance in our everyday
lives. However, weak ties are crucially important for finding opportunities, and
building connections and understanding across the cliques formed by strong ties,
which may otherwise remain isolated from each other [22,23].

I employ this contrast to examine the distinct utility and social conceptions
of trust across strong and weak ties in the process of forming connections in the
PGP WoT. In the following sections, I discuss the social practices involved in
validating keys, and in deciding what trust level to configure for a contact when
traversing the PGP WoT, whether full trust (for strong ties), or marginal trust
(for weak ties). Although weak ties may remain at unknown trust when a contact
is only known in passing, it is in the interests of anyone wanting to leverage the
PGP WoT to explicitly set trust levels, as they will otherwise be unable to access
a contact’s connections.9 The associations that I draw between strong ties and
full trust, and between weak ties and marginal or unknown trust, are by no

9 I do not discuss the case of contacts with trust level none, regarded as untrust-
worthy to sign keys. While this exceptional condition is important, my focus is on
mechanisms through which connections are created, rather than explicitly rejected.
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means a given - what matters are the social practices involved in bridging social
and technical conceptions of trust in the PGP WoT.

Studies of the PGP WoT have found that the vast majority of keys are
connected in isolated groups of relatively small size (about 100 keys or less), with
the sole exception being a group with almost 60,000 keys (as of 2015) termed
the strong set [7,45]. The strong set very likely depends to a great degree upon
weak ties, as it is unlikely that such a large number of keys could be connected
purely through strong ties among their owners. To ensure it’s continued growth,
the WoT relies upon social practices that aid the formation of both strong and
weak ties, which I discuss in the sections that follow.

5.1 Strong Ties

I created my PGP key in 2014. I’d just joined a non-profit organisation that
supported the development and operation of Internet infrastructure around the
world. All employees of the organisation were expected to have PGP keys to
ensure security for our internal communications, and for communications with
with partners in the global cybersecurity community.

Although I already knew about PGP, and understood the basics of public
key cryptography, I’d never had a PGP key before, nor had I heard of the WoT.
Determining how to manage and use my key responsibly was a task in itself, much
of which I learned through conversation with colleagues. The documentation for
GnuPG, and the PGP email extension I used - Enigmail - were initially quite
confusing, as the distinctions between key signing and trust levels were puzzling.
I assumed that key signing implied trust, so the utility of setting trust levels for
contacts’ keys was unclear, as were the meanings of the trust levels available to
assign to contacts’ keys.10

Given the context of use, my confusion was perhaps unsurprising. The small
size of the organisation (about 20 employees) created an environment for the
formation of strong ties. As with any organisation, our ongoing and repeated
engagement with one another offered the opportunity to build rich, multi-faceted
social relationships, spanning both professional and personal lives. In addition,
the technological focus of the organisation, and its engagement with the global
cybersecurity community, provided assurances that colleagues were careful in
their use of PGP.

I typically received keys from colleagues - and sent my key to colleagues -
via email, as all of our various email clients were configured to sign outgoing
messages to confirm authenticity. These signatures included the public key for
the sender, to allow a receiver to decrypt the signature, proving that it was
created with the sender’s private key. When my email client received a message
with a public key it hadn’t seen before, it offered the option to import it to
my keychain. While the signature on the email message verified that the sender
held the private key corresponding to the public key attached to the message,

10 As usability studies of PGP tools have indicated [41,47], I was far from alone in my
confusion.
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it remained my responsibility to verify that this PGP key pair in fact belonged
to the sender. After all, email systems can be compromised, and it was entirely
possible for an attacker to spoof a colleague’s email address to manipulate or
eavesdrop on our communications.

For the first few keys I imported, I was careful to confirm with colleagues that
the key I’d received was in fact theirs, by physically showing them their public
key on my computer. However, this was an onerous process, which required
us to be in the office at the same time (many colleagues worked remotely),
and interrupted our work days. Over time, I followed many of my colleagues
in relying upon the security of our email server, and evaluations of the content
of email I received, to ensure that the keys I received were in fact from the
colleagues who sent them. While this approach doesn’t follow the expectations
of security practices in PGP, it reflects pragmatic decisions to fit PGP into our
daily practices.

In essence, the organisation functioned as an assurance structure, provid-
ing basic guarantees against risk in everyday professional interactions with col-
leagues. With the support of these basic guarantees, a disparate group of people
- not all of whom worked in the same location - primarily connected only through
employment by the same organisation, were provided with a secure social space
within which to build mutual trust in the context of working together. I do not
mean to idealise the organisation through this account, but instead to show how
assurance structures, trust, and technological systems need to work together to
create secure and trustworthy computing environments.

It was only the first communication from a colleague that I needed to be
careful about, as subsequent communications were secured by the colleague’s key
that I had imported to my keychain. I signed colleagues’ keys as I received them,
with the signatures automatically placed in my keychain, providing a record that
I had verified the keys. While all signatures are equivalent technologically, my
social conception of signing colleagues’ keys carried with it many intertwined
social and technological meanings: that the key belonged to a particular email
address; that the email address belonged to a particular individual; that I knew
the individual and found them trustworthy; and that our email server was se-
cure, as it was managed by trustworthy colleagues. There are different senses
of trust embedded across these meanings, that go well beyond the technological
expression of “trust” in the PGP WoT. In making this observation I am not
suggesting that PGP should be redesigned to support richer social expressions
of trust. Rather, I am illustrating how technological expressions of trust by ne-
cessity collapse social context, especially when considered in relation to strong
tie relationships.

I typically marked colleagues’ keys as having full trust, even though this had
limited utility within the organisation. Since we all held each other’s keys, we
had no need to traverse the WoT to find each other’s keys. However, marking
my colleagues’ keys as having full trust offered the opportunity to access new
contacts through colleagues’ connections in the WoT. For the WoT to have
utility within our organisation, we each needed to form external ties of our own,
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building wider inter-organisational and international relationships expressed in
the WoT.

5.2 Weak Ties

As I prepared to attend the FIRST conference in 2016, my manager had two
pieces of advice for me: that I should network widely to make as many con-
nections as possible; and that I should by no means miss the PGP key signing
party. FIRST is an international association of cybersecurity incident response
and security teams, drawn from government and the private sector. FIRST was
formed in 1990 to coordinate international responses to early cybersecurity inci-
dents, and has today grown to over 500 member organisations around the world.
As such, the FIRST conference offered me the opportunity to build relation-
ships with senior members of the global cybersecurity community, benefiting my
organisation’s ability to participate in international cybersecurity coordination
activity.

PGP key signing is part of the conference activities, providing the means to
extend the WoT in the FIRST community. This is organised with a dedicated
session at the conference, the key signing party. Many other security conferences
organise similar events to help connect their attendees in the WoT. I was inter-
ested in the key signing party to receive signatures on my key from members of
the FIRST community, as well as to build social relationships in the process of
key signing.

I was emailed instructions on how to participate in the key signing party well
ahead of the conference, although there were also reminders of the key signing
party during the conference opening. Apart from specifying when and where the
key signing party was to take place, the instructions indicated that I should bring
a government-issued identity document (such as a passport) to the event, and
that I should upload my public key to a shared keyring hosted on biglumber.com
in advance of the event. This shared keyring listed essential information about
each uploaded key: a unique fingerprint identifying the key, the cryptographic
algorithm used to generate the key, the key length, creation and expiry dates for
the key, and email addresses associated with the key.

When I arrived at the key signing party, I found a small hall with a handful
of small tables, and a few dozen people in attendance. The organiser supplied us
with printed copies of the information from the shared keyring, and walked us
through the process we would follow. We were to circulate around the tables in
the room, checking each other’s identity documents, marking off keys as verified
on our printouts if we were satisfied with the documents presented to us. We
would go through the process of actually signing keys after the event, and then
email the signed keys back to their owners, or upload our signatures to a key-
server if the owner of the key was willing (as some people prefer not to publish
their keys).

I walked over a table, introducing myself to the group I met there, with people
from Austria, Cote d’Ivoire, Germany, India, and the USA. We quickly got down
to the business of verifying identities, one at a time. I showed my Indian passport

biglumber.com
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to everyone at the table, some of whom took it from me, and checked it carefully,
comparing the photograph in my passport against me, and comparing my name
in the passport against that on their printout. Eventually satisfied, the passport
was returned to me, and I was asked to verify the fingerprint identifying my
key, at which point everyone marked my key as verified on their printouts. The
next person to be verified had two identity documents, an Austrian ID card, as
well as a US driver’s licence. Several of the group were vocal in their distrust
of the Austrian ID card, as it was simply a laminated piece of paper, but the
US driver’s licence was considered satisfactory. Before moving on to the next
table, I joked that it might be more efficient to run the event like a beauty
contest, having people take turns to stand up in front of the room, perhaps with
their identity documents projected on a large screen. One of the members of our
group remarked that he’s seen key signing parties run in a manner similar to
that which I proposed, especially when larger numbers of people are involved.
He added that he preferred the more intimate process we’re engaged in, which
gave him the opportunity to have conversations and network.11

As I left the key signing party, I reflected on how uncomfortable I’d felt in
having my passport scrutinised by a group of strangers. While passports, driving
licenses, and other government-issued identity documents may be used for non-
government purposes - such as proving identity when renting accommodation
- they are primarily examined by police, immigration officers, and other state
security personnel, with such interactions often fraught with concern. As a person
of colour from the Global South, who has spent the last 15 years in the USA and
the UK, this is a social dynamic that is only too familiar. During the conference,
new acquaintances would often look at my name badge to check my affiliation,
but they were hardly going to ask me for further proof of identity. The need for
government identity documents at the key signing party illustrates how technical
requirements may drive social practice, and in doing so, potentially carry over
social perceptions of the broader security contexts within which these documents
are ordinarily used. Since identity in the WoT is self-declared in PGP certificates,
and warranted by contacts in a decentralised manner through signatures, the
only recourse is to leave it to potential contacts to independently evaluate as best
as they can whether or not an individual’s identity is valid; and for individuals to
prove their identity as best as they can. There are few forms of evidence better
suited for this purpose than government identity documents.

Later that evening, I imported the keys that I’d checked off on my printout
to my personal keyring, signed them, and uploaded them to a keyserver, as
everyone present was comfortable with that option. I left the trust levels for
these new contacts as unknown. Marking them at the marginal trust level would
have given me access to their contacts in the WoT, but I was uncomfortable
with doing that, as I had no knowledge of how responsible they were with key
signing. When I checked my public key on a keyserver the following week, I found

11 The organiser of the FIRST key signing party recommended this document for guid-
ance on different ways in key signing parties may be run: https://www.cryptnet.net/
fdp/crypto/keysigning party/en/keysigning party.html.

https://www.cryptnet.net/fdp/crypto/keysigning_party/en/keysigning_party.html
https://www.cryptnet.net/fdp/crypto/keysigning_party/en/keysigning_party.html
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just 3 new signatures. Not everyone who had verified my identity had signed my
key. If they had, they hadn’t shared the signature with me, nor uploaded it to
a keyserver. Perhaps they simply didn’t get around to signing my key. Perhaps
they didn’t find my passport trustworthy. After all, it’s hardly reasonable to
expect cybersecurity engineers to be able to evaluate the veracity of identity
documents from around the world. Regardless, I had become just a little more
connected in the WoT through this process.

Although PGP was originally created as a decentralised system, meant to
oppose the perceived tyranny of governments, identity verification at key sign-
ing parties paradoxically relies upon identity documents issued by governments.
In the absence of trust possible with strong ties, the assurance structures of
government-provided identity are required to form weak ties in the PGP WoT.
As I have discussed, weak ties are essential for their ability to bridge strong tie
cliques - but the utility of weak ties in the PGP WoT depends upon assurance
structures, rather than trust.

6 Security through Trust, or Assurance?

My research shows how a purportedly decentralised system for security - the
PGP WoT - is constructed in practice through a combination of decentralised
trust relationships, and centralised assurance structures. While different anal-
yses and designs may focus on one or the other, both trust and assurance are
always present in the practice of security. The danger lies in assuming that either
one can be focused upon in itself, to the detriment of missing out on how the
other plays an essential role. Following my analysis, there is no such thing as a
purely decentralised secure computing system, nor are there purely centralised
secure computing systems. All secure distributed computing systems employ as-
pects of both centralisation and decentralisation, of trust and assurance, in their
operation.

This is not only a matter of technological design. PGP was created for a
political purpose, to create a decentralised system in opposition to centralised
government power. More recently, similar political arguments have been made in
relation to blockchain projects, employing various conceptions of trust [28]. I be-
lieve that our understandings of those systems will benefit from a careful analysis
of trust following the framework of relationships between trust, trustworthiness,
and security which I have outlined here. The problem lies in assuming that
centralised political power, grounded in government, can be resisted and substi-
tuted for by decentralised political power designed and operated through only
technological means.

The complex relationships between trust and assurance that I analyse is
readily apparent in the distinction between strong tie and weak tie relation-
ships in the PGP WoT. Although both of these are expressed identically in PGP
signatures, they are produced through distinctive social mechanisms which are
entirely external to the WoT, and which were not anticipated by the WoT. The
strong tie relationships I described relied upon the assurance of shared organi-
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sational membership, which provided an environment for trust relationships to
emerge. The weak tie relationships I described relied upon the assurance pro-
vided by government identity documents, which (following the trust paradox)
militate against the functionally equivalent need for trust to verify identity. In
both cases, the WoT was constructed in relation to pre-existing social formations
- a non-profit organisation, and government - rather than creating an alternative
decentralised social formation through only technological means.

The relationship between trust and assurance is by no means simple, although
the framework I have offered may be helpful for analysis. When considering tech-
nological systems, strong ties are produced through mutually reinforcing trust
and assurance, while weak ties are produced through assurance which opposes
the need for trust. This is especially true in cases where complex social contexts
are necessarily collapsed into undifferentiated technological expressions, as is the
case when considering how both strong and weak ties are expressed as identical
forms in PGP signatures.

In focusing on the social practices of the WoT, I do not mean to suggest
that the technology of the WoT has no effects upon the world. It does, after
all, provide a decentralised means for secure communications that would not
have otherwise been possible. In addition, it provides the means for a larger
community to emerge through a shared commitment to the social practices of
the WoT, whether within organisations, or among cybersecurity professionals at
key signing parties.

We may analyse the implications of specific design choices in the technology
of PGP by returning to the fundamental social phenomenon of risk, to which
security, trust, and assurance are all responses. As I have discussed, risk cannot
be calculated away with technology. Rather, technology creates, modifies, and
relocates risk. New risks are created for users in traversing the WoT to find new
contacts, as this relies upon the risks they accept in their choices for the trust
levels they set for contacts in their keyrings, and the policies they select for
traversal. Risks are modified for communications, which may be made secure
with PGP, although users must now be aware of risks due to keys that are
insecure due to length or algorithm. Risks are relocated for the verification of
identity, from centralised identity authorities to decentralised PGP signatures.
By anticipating how choices in the design of technology create, modify, and
relocate risk, we can arrive at a more complete understanding of the articulations
of trust and assurance required to ensure security.

If trust and assurance are essential responses to risk, then it is critical that
we have a clear comprehension of the implications of relying on them to ensure
security. A system that relies upon trust requires support for social spaces to
enable the formation and maintenance of interpersonal trust relationships. In
contrast, a system that relies upon assurances needs to build social mechanisms
to ensure confidence in assurance structures. As I have shown, trust and assur-
ance never function in isolation, as they always coexist in practice. It is through
consciously combining trust, assurance, and technology that effective security
can be provided for distributed computing systems.
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